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zoo conservation biology - assets - zoo conservation biology in the face of ever-declining biodiversity, zoos
have a major role to play in species conservation. written by professionals involved in in-situ conservation and
restoration projects internationally, smithsonian’s national zoo & conservation biology institute - title:
smithsonian's national zoo map, updated august 2018 author: smithsonian's national zoo and conservation
biology institute keywords: map, smithsonian's national ... zoo sciences and applied conservation biology
- approved 11/2015; effective fall 2016; revised 2/26/2016; updated 12/19/2016; revised 4/11/2017 zoo
sciences and applied conservation biology school of biological and marine sciences - 1. msc zoo
conservation biology final award title msc zoo conservation biology ucas code not applicable jacs code d328 2.
awarding institution: university of plymouth zoo conservation biology - assets - zoo conservation biology /
john e. fa, stephan m. funk, donnamarie o’connell. p. cm. – (ecology, biodiversity, and conservation) includes
bibliographical references and index. isbn 978-0-521-82763-8 (hardback) – isbn 978-0-521-53493-2 (pbk.) 1.
zoos – philosophy. 2. animal diversity conservation. 3. captive wild animals – breeding. i. funk, stephan m. ii.
o’connell, donnamarie. iii ... conservation biology - denverzoo - conservation is hard physical work, which
includes getting dirty, and being uncomfortable. it can also be it can also be dangerous depending on where
fieldwork is occurring (animals, political clashes, remote medical issues). zoo sciences and applied
conservation biology - 1 | p a g e approved 11/2015; effective fall 2016; revised 2/26/2016; updated
12/19/2016; revised 4/11/2017; updated 3/20/2018 zoo sciences and applied conservation biology bachelor
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resource management marine sciences minor courses ra m 446 –management and restoration of wildland
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